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Year of establishment 2019

Reïgn
Lab
The brand name reign lab was founded in 
2019 by a group of experienced people 
with love and dedication to the products and 
services that concern the photographer and 
his needs.
High quality handmade digital albums with 
traditional binding methods, printing on 
Hahnemühle line art papers and Fujifilm 
photographic papers, presentation products, 
finishing and design services with a range of 
materials and innovative design able to cope 
with the modern demands and needs of the 
photographer.

www.reign-lab.com

GROUP OF COMPANIES
DIMITRIADIS S.E.:



1998
Our story begins in 1998. From that day until today, our vision continues to aim at 
the production and creation of innovative, timeless and quality products that will 
become family heirlooms for every family. This fact is the power of photography 
that travels generations through time.

2005
Investment in excellent quality printing and bookbinding machinery. Our main 
concern towards our clients is transparency, respect and dignity.

2010
   The company moves the production to a new location. It is a pivotal point 
where the verticalization of the digital album production unit is completed.

2017
In order to meet the long-term business development, we have continued to ex-
pand the product range and at the same time invested in high-quality and state-
of-the-art machines. Cooperating with domestic and foreign suppliers to find the 
best raw materials, innovative designs, fast service, quality and competitive prices 
is and will always be our concern for continuous growth.

2021
The company moves to new modern facilities in specially designed premises of 
1100 sq.m. It is equipped with new production machinery, with state-of-the-art 
technology and thus achieves 100% vertically integrated production (IN HOUSE)

Objective:
Attention to detail and the main concern is timelessness. Combining 
innovative design with unparalleled craftsmanship and luxury with 
quality.

Reign Lab is the landmark of domestic production and ingenuity. As 
the skills and know-how of hand-crafting continue to be highly val-
ued, it is the role of the workshop itself that is changing. Technology is 
evolving to the highest degree and the desire for authenticity is in-
creasing, making the role of handmade manufacturing vital to mod-
ern life. Whether traditional or innovative, art or science, displayed 
in an art gallery or kept in a newlywed couple’s box, the handmade 
product has the power to deeply satisfy. And all it needs from us is a 
little patience and appreciation…

The Album and its Print: 
We follow the ICC color management rules, which have greatly 
expanded the functionality and choice of color, spectral and material 
data 



Each inner part of the album is printed as one photo 
and then placed on an inner cover. This provides high 
quality presentation, durability and timelessness 

Traditional C-print photo printing is applied with the 
widest color spectrum, maximum density for deep black 
colors and excellent color saturation.

We use Fuji DPII, Luster, Glossy, Silk, Pearl (Metallic) and 
Fuji Velvet type H photo papers. It is possible to print 
on Hahnemühle Photo Rag and Hahnemühle FineArt 
Pearl fine art papers which give a soft texture and 
minimal feel for excellent prints that have glossy colors, 
deep blacks, impressive contrasts and perfect reproduc-
tion of details 

The Collection: 
“Lucky No. 7” 7 Continents… 7 days… How many colors 
does the rainbow have? Red, orange, yellow, green, 
blue, purple, indigo… Exactly! …7 

When an excellent alternative solution replaces the 

traditional one” Variety of colors, durability over time 

and an exclusive Reign Lab finishing on the surface of the 

material. A golden intersection between innovation and 

sustainability.

Flushmount
Album

collection

Leatherette 
Love



“Life is a canvas and each one of us is a masterpiece” 

A dynamic product line, based on natural cotton canvas 

with unique Reign Lab designs. Durability, longevity and 

matte finishing are some of the key features 

collection

The Old 
School Canvas

“There is no better way.. to love nature and 

understand art” Our minimalist wooden line is full 

of whispers & scents. Wood is the most man-made 

material of all & this particular collection is inspired 

by the secrets of the forest.. collection

Forrest 
Secret 



“Preserve the memory and present it in style” Our 

collection bears a clear signature with hand-made fabrics 

that ensure unprecedented quality. Vibrant colors and 

luxurious textures will inspire your creativity and give you 

endless project options.collection

Knit 
Style



Beauty is revealed when the light comes from 

within...” Precise and radiant, two to three times 

stronger than glass, shatter-resistant and perfectly 

shaped, our particular collection will enhance and 

satisfy the most minimalist preference. collection

Acrylic 
Romance



Vinyl, Studio 69, punk, disco and a booming era is still 

regarded as one of the most nostalgic for its authentic-

ity” A way of concentrating on the elements that need 

to change and evolve, so that you mix and match them 

perfectly with the modern time. Timeless materials such as 

vinyl, denim, pop art designs and more 

collection

Back 
to the 80’s 

“Feel the luxury and absolute exclusivity...”

We capture the inherent integrity of elegance and 

enhance its appeal. Our expertise responds to your 

individuality, reflecting the style and sophistication 

of your project. collection

Philosopher’s 
Rebellion



Coffee Table Album

Alternative and modern kind of hardcover 
album. The printing is digital and done directly 
per page using various types of paper such as 
velvet, tella etc. Combine an affordable and 
more modern solution. Suitable for newborn, 
pregnancy and other projects

Wish Book

We offer two types of wish books. In the 
first, the binding is layflat with digital print-
ing and hardcover. In the second type, the 
cover is also hard with a block inside to 
place snapshots directly giving a vintage 
style to your wish book

Magazine
An easy and affordable solution. The print 
is digital with a soft cover 

Handmade presentation boxes come in 
various sizes and types. In addition, 

we provide different sizes of photo boxes 
with a place for USB 15X15 and 13X19, as 
well as a box for USB flash drives. 

The types of boxes vary in gift boxes, 
caskets, wooden, leather and fabric boxes, 
plexiglass boxes and others. 

We provide the product offering of 16GB, 
32GB and 64GB USB flash drives in various 
designs and materials where you can print 
or engrave elements, making the product 
a silent marketeer of your valuable work 

Our philosophy is based on creativity, 
know-how, the variety of materials and 
their harmonious combination, where they 
are perfected with diverse and pioneering 
treatments to make the construction be-
yond luxurious, uniquely different. 

Presentation



Digital Printing
 
If you need a small quantity, from 
one piece to large 
quantities of business cards, 
brochures or company profiles with 
a customized design, high quality 
and affordable price that can even 
be produced 
exclusively for you, then Reign Lab 
and digital printing is the key. 

Some of our products are printing 
business cards, corporate forms 
and folders, flyers, postcards, in-
vitations, calendars, catalogs and 
many more.

Design and Implementation.

Our experienced team is ready to 
meet your most demanding needs. 
Graphic and design services that 
cover all stages of a business’s 
needs, such as logo design, invi-
tations, corporate identity, business 
cards, envelopes, labels, posters 
and much more. From the first 
concept sketches to the production 
stage, our technical knowledge 
includes the preparation of the 
models for the production stage as 
well as the preparation of the raw 
material.

Our highest priority is to respond to the 
wishes and demands of our customers 
with precision and detail following a 
file-to-factory process.

Finishing
Reprinting Services
Finishing and positioning capabilities 
are based on the latest technology 
and are ideal for small and large 
format prints. 

Experienced staff apply their skills 
using reliable techniques in ap-
plication, cutting and fitting. If the 
graphics you require need to be 
cut into a complex shape, or ap-
plied and placed over an existing 
surface, we’re happy to help.



Monastiriou Str. Postal Code 54627, Thessaloniki Greece.

2310 242.124

sales@reign-lab.com

reign-lab.com
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